
The wonders 
OF NATUREOur commitment is a promise we

fulfil every day: the promise to bring 
wonderful products to the table, 
which taste natural, delectable and 
amaze at first taste.



We are a cooperative of member farmers. 
We grow vegetables in a naturally sustainable 
way and deep-freeze them within hours of 
harvest. We have been doing this for 50 years 
and over time, with passion and innovation, we 
have become the leading Italian group in the 
production of deep-frozen vegetables. 

Thanks to the connections with our member 
farmers, we have total control of the supply 
chain: from sowing to harvesting, from field to 
table. We do everything by vocation. And we 
do it in Italy, our wonderful homeland: we grow 
seasonal produce in the open field.

When we start growing a vegetable, we first 
choose the soils that are naturally best suited 
for its development. This choice depends on 
different factors, such as the quality, the specific 
requirements and the characteristics of the soil, 
and the climate. The agronomists have the task 
to constantly monitor and analyse the selected 
areas.

Vegetable growing, harvesting, 
deep-freezing, storage, and packaging: 
we follow all the stages of the process. 
Our goal is the best quality, always.



Arte Bianca - Bakery and patisserie 
Bakers and pastry makers will find all the ingredients they need 
in the Orogel product range to please anyone’s taste buds

Quick catering  
Burgers and flans are just a few of the proposals for quick 
catering where convenience, service and taste are the ace cards!

Banqueting
Refreshments, company lunches and dinners, buffets, cocktails, 
parties: Orogel products are the quick and tasty solution.

Traditional catering and restaurants
Ingredients available in every season, already cleaned, 
cut and ready to be cooked in a few minutes.  

Delicatessens 
Delicatessens are true showcases of taste, which is why they 
must offer inviting recipes and fresh products every day.

Pizza making
The product range includes plain and grilled vegetables. 
Orogel deep-frozen vegetables are true allies of pizza makers.

Collective and company catering 
Plenty of proposals for tasty and balanced menus: 
anti-waste, dosable, and immediately ready.

TAILOR-MADE
OROGEL!
The right solution for every
catering business.



PRIVATE LABEL
Tailor-made products 
to meet every need. 

Thanks to our extremely 
flexible production lines, 
we can manufacture 
products according to 
specific customer requests, 
and following all the 
agreed procedures: from 
the original idea, through
laboratory testing to the
industrial prototype 
and actual production.

FOR THE FOOD SERVICE 
PROFESSIONALS

We are at the side of professionals to help 
them win with the challenges of every day, 
offering a product that is good, fresh, and 
always ready. Quality products, tailor-made 
solutions, innovative recipes and the latest 
trends in food service to be always up to date.

PACK
The best packaging
for every channel.

| Low-thickness 
  polypropylene bags
| Pillow bags

| Compostable
  material
| Microwavable
  packs

| From single
  servings to 
  industrial
  size

| FSC cardboard
  box

| Resealable 
  package with 
  dosing cap



FOR INDUSTRY
AND LABORATORIES
 
We are a partner supplier offering very high-quality and extremely 
competitive products and services, such as grilled vegetables, battered 
products, herbs and seasonings or semi-dried produce.

FOR RETAILERS

A very wide range of products, 
with vegetables harvested fresh 
and immediately deep-frozen,
to offer a highly serviceable 
product, which is also delicious 
and ready to use. 
From plain vegetables to 
vegetable purées, soups and 
minestrone, side dishes and 
ready meals.



Badatz Mehadrin Milan  • 

Rab bi Garelik & Rabbi H
az

an

» Product Certification: no-GM 
comply with the standard DTP 01rev. 01 
(certificate No. 01/2015/NO)

» Service of vegetable raw material 
supply control: 
complies with the standard DTS 03 rev. 00 
(Certificate No. 01/SE/03)

OROGEL SOC. COOP. AGRICOLA
via Dismano 2830
47522 Cesena FC
tel. +39 0547 3771
mail » info@orogel.it
web » www.orogel.it

QUALITY CERTIFICATIONS

Safety and quality are our primary goals, 
which is why we have achieved important 

national and international quality 
certifications.

 
The profound attention to every detail 
is guaranteed by product and service 

certifications that attest to our commitment 
to carefully checking the production chain and 

the absence of GMOs.

WANT TO FIND OUT 
ABOUT ALL OUR 
PRODUCTS?

Scan the QR code!


